BitcoinBaby

BTCBB

CRYPTOCURRENCY
CRPYTOCURRENCY MARKET OUTLOOK:
Many a times we hear that had we invested in Bitcoin in 2010, we would be multi millionaire and so many of
regret for missing the opportunity. When Bitcoin first made its debut for trading at the beginning of July 2010
at a price of $0.0008 per token. That's just eight-hundredths of a penny and now is trading at USD 40000/
per token after reaching peak of USD 65000+ per token

Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

▰

Binance Smart Chain BEP-20, as of now is
having great transaction speed as well as

▰

Less transaction fees, also having great
Decentralized exchange in present days

CRYPTOCURRENCIES
In crypto currency market most of cryptos,including top crypto currencies do not
provide Bonus, Face Value, except staking. Even many projects don’t disclose what
they are doing with the funds, even many companies don’t disclose their address,
project progress, investment area, many a times investors are clueless and have no
idea about company, and they rely on market speculations and lose confidence in
crypto due to no transparency and disclosure by the company

Many people who invested in right cryptocurrency have made huge profit with a very little effort.
However, many investors have missed Bitcoin in 2010..! Don’t Worry.. BitCoinBaby is their for you….!

BitcoinBaby (BTCBB)
BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) is one of the solid digital asset (Cryptocurrency) that give
ample of benefits to investors who wants to build growth in cryptocurrency
BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) offering a unique opportunity and benefits who want to build
their wealth and fortune

Our Vision
 Aiming for Global Leader
in the Investment fields

ourselves in the
investment fields



To became first and successful institute in the
field of crypto and in the field of all other
Investments with providing the great benefits to
our investors and BTCBB holders

○

We believe that Bitcoin (BTC) is the Mother for all Crypto assets and for Block Chain Technology

○

We believe that whatever milestones came/coming to Crypto fields are directly or indirectly Linked or
copied/Modified/Influenced versions of BTC

○

We believe that in present and in the near future any crypto asset can’t beat the BTC in its price as well as
in its Dominance

■
■
■

▰

 Aiming to be a Big Whale

We believe that we are like a BABY in front of the BTC
So only we choose the name BitcoinBaby (BTCBB)
It means by considering all these points we are Openly Accepting we are not Exceptional in the field, we are
also follower of the BTC

The credits of this vision goes to our Investors and BTCBB holders

Key Points


Missed Bitcoin (BTC) in 2010...? Don’t miss the BTCBB now …Future BTC..!!



One BTCBB for each head in the family, May Confirm the great fund for the future



Opening Price of BTCBB is 1.0 USD in Pre-Sale / ICO



First in the Crypto Industry providing multiple benefits..!!



Every time Bonus will Share for the BTCBB on Every Successful Investments



Face Value for BTCBB will be disclosed on time to time based on the assets, which
provide minimum guarantee to coin holders
* (T&C apply and all rights reserved to the company)

How BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) Works?
▰ The funds from Investors of BTCBB will be Investing in Many projects and Fields such as Crypto Assets, Equity markets, Properties, Finance and
many other potential fields, will be investing wherever expected returns will be high by going through the deep research

▰ BTCBB will disclose the Investments before or after taking the position and will disclose in the website, with all the transactions details.
Profits/Benefits from the Investments will be disclose meanwhile.

▰ This action indicates BTCBB will be the Big WHALE itself which can impact on price of the Investment assets. It may cause the very good returns.
obviously it put the great Impact on BTCBB holdings

▰ On completing of every successful Investments process, after deducting 5% in profit for company mentainance Development activities,

Investment Research’s, Establishing of the project and for any other progressive activities, in remaining funds, 50% of profit in that will be added
to the capital funds which increases the investment potentials every time and may give great returns on upcoming investments, 25% of the
profit will transferred to the BTCBB Wallet holders. And Remaining 25% profit will keep the company.

○

As we share the huge profit in the form of BTCBB / USDT and in other major cryptos, for this we will buy back the
BTCBB regularly from the market, as the Team don’t hold any reserved tokens (except 1.5% Founder reservation) this impacts
Automatically BTCBB price to be high. Which cause the benefits to the BTCBB Holders...!!

▰

BTCBB token holders will regularly get equal bonus with the company in every successful investments, which is the first and
greatest opportunity still now in the entire crypto field

▰ Face Value of BTCBB will be disclose time to time. depends on the assets, this is also first in crypto history and its give minimum
guarantee to the BTCBB holders. if market price drops less than face value company then company will try to buy the BTCBB
(T&C apply and all rights reserved to the company)

▰ BTCBB aiming to be use it for global Transactions wherever BTC is using
▰ If movement in BTCBB comes more than our expectations (Which may be more possible). That will be the Huge Future Fund for
holders.

▰ Risk level always there, but price of BTCBB may be stable as per its great futures, face value and their assets
▰ Don’t miss the opportunity, it may be future asset for you and your family & children

Main features of BitcoinBaby





















Bonus on every profit booking

Features

Airdrops benefits continued for 10 Years/till last vesting period of BTCBB
Price Appreciation

Whitepaper for BTCBB Coin Holders
Spreading the marketing, influencers
No Tax to buy BTCBB in DEX exchanges like Pancakeswap..
Planning to Listing with CMC, Coingecko, exploring the whole world
Exchange Listing (CEX &DEX)

Intend to Spreading and trade on more platforms
Unique Investment strategies
Indian Project, Backed by highly experienced qualified team members
Company listed and registered in India
will invest in many ways with funds diversification
Keeping the liquid funds for great opportunities
Waiting for best opportunities for Investments

International expertise, with great research, with technically sound, strong team on the board

Other Important Features











Initial stage holders may expect highest benefits in coming days as every year
market cap will increase by adding big part of profit to it

Limited Circulating supply which is every year just 10% out of 21 million tokens
BTCBB Locked for 10 years with 10 vesting periods which is Very Long term
Huge Benefits for BTCBB Holders through the profit sharing
BTCBB Holders keep holding for long term by considering its huge future
Disclosing the Face Value of BTCBB on time to time

Regular buying back process of BTCBB for distributing Bonus in coming days
Price directly represent to the assets
No limits for price of the BTCBB, as all the collected funds will go to the big
investments



DEX and CEX Exchange listing

Opportunity to grow your funds at superfast speed
Planning to take Partnership with IDO projects
Every Investments and profit booking shall be available on public domain. Super disclosure policy and transparency business

BitcoinBaby (BTCBB)
Buy backing on regular process…

1

.

For Bonus Distributing to the holders
in the form of BTCBB

2

Whenever Price of BTCBB
will comes below of its Face Value
3

To increase the company assets

Based on BitcoinBaby’s (BTCBB) intend to invest and reinvest in diversified
model digital assets and blockchain business which produced very growth
opportunities. Funds diversification in pooling, staking, Farming, Liquidity
providing, Lending, Investments in many other fields. The recent research shows

The Projected Growth opportunity in 10 year period

that growth is multiplying funds in short span of time.

Year

Price

Bonus

Price
Appreciation

Estimated Year End
Growth

Gained Growth

Yearly Expected
Airdrop

2022

1.0

0.5

1

2.50

150%

10%

2023

2.50

1

1.5

5

400%

9%

2024

5

2

3

10

1000%

8%

2025

10

4

6

20

2000%

7%

2026

20

8

10

38

3800%

6%

2027

38

10

20

68

6800%

5%

2028

68

20

30

118

11800%

4%

2029

118

30

50

198

19800%

3%

2030

198

50

80

328

32800%

2%

2031

328

100

100

528

52800%

1%

All the benefits of the BTCBB holders
shown here are projected only, and
are subjected to market conditions
and not be construed as guaranteed
outcome

TOKENOMICS
Maximum Supply of the
BTCBB - 21 Million

1

2

Not Burning any
BTCBB.

Present Circulation
10% Tokens will be
available for public sale supply restricted to less
than 10% (2022)

Every year Out coming
10% tokens from locked
wallet in which 10% will
Every Year maximum
be provided as airdrop
10% BTCBB tokens will
for previous holders till
be coming out from DX
last vesting period
Sale app

3

5

9

No Team Holdings
Except 1.5% Founder
Reservation.

4

6

7

8

BTCBB 90% tokens
90% Tokens locked for Every year around 10%
the 10 years with 10
Tokens, which released from locked in DXSALE for
10 years with 10 vesting
locked wallet will be Distributed
vesting periods.
periods

10

11

Owner/Team Don’t Hold
Any BTCBB Except
1.5% Founder
Reservation

12

\Maximum
circulating supply
forever for the
BTCBB is only
21,000,000

Tokenomics Structured
Pre-sale for the
market price

Airdrop for the present
holders

21 Million Supply
90 % Tokens Locked 10 years Vesting Period

Bonus for
Participants in Presale

10% For Liquidity
20% will be added to
the market…Depends
on market conditions

10 % Token Sale For Public
Present Circulation 10%
Every Year 10% Realeses

DXSALE Locked Token Link
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=0&add=0xa95D4F9a95003B6eC28451736c34dD86c30FA6Ff&type=tokenlock&chain=BSC

1.5% for founder
Reservation

Q2 2022

ROADMAP

Q3 & Q4 2021

Q3
2021








Blue Print
Planning
Team Building
Project Analysis
Preparation for the Project
Getting into the project

Q1 2022
 Build website
 Smart contract
 Whitepaper
 Social media setup
 Build community

Q1
2022

Q2
2022

 ICO Sale/Pre-Sale
 Listing in Pancakeswap
 Starting the investments
 Building the Partnerships
 Collaborating with influencers
 Marketing Campaign
 Building the community
 Distributing the benefits to
the holders
 CMC ,Coingecko listings

Q3 2022

 Investments, Distributing
Bonus
 Bonus Announcement for
participants in pre-sale
 Airdrop for Present holders
 Profit Distribution to the
holders (Regular Process)
 Investments
(Continuous Process)

Q3
2022

Q4 2022

Q4
2022

Listing on Exchanges
 Researching to various fields
for Investments
 Benefits Sharing to the
holders
 Project Audit
 investments

Q1
2023

Q1 2023
 Investments
 Announcing the overall
assets and Funds
 Distributing the benefits to
the holders
 Declaring the future plans
 Stepping into the own
begin to Block Chain
creation

Note For BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) Holders











Whatever funds raised from our BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) crypto Tokens sale will be invested in various fields …only company having rights for investment and taking the decisions
All investments from the funds will be considered after listing to the pancakeswap and other exchanges, The investments will be through company MOU holder and Chairperson
account through only, before listing all the transactions of such individual said persons trading accounts and any other will be considered just as transaction and will not consider as
investments and that fund subject to the returns to the company once after listing the BTCBB
This fund is only reserved for the Investments till project exists, No one have rights to take the capital funds and company will own and manage this funds. for BTCBB coin holders
face value will be disclosed on time to time based on the assets, if market price is less than face value then holders can exchange their BTCBB to the company for face value on the
provided time only and All rights reserved to the company in this

5% Funds will be reserved on every fund raising from BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) token/ coin sales and 5% of the profit from every successful investments will be reserved to the company
which will be utilized for development, marketing, transaction fees and for other expenditure, unutilized funds will be considered as company’s assets
From Every profit Booking from the successful investments of this funds , after deducting 5% of the mentainance funds, 50% of the profit will be added again to the Capital funds
and In remaining 50% funds, around 25% of profit will be shared to the BTCBB coin holders in the wallet as per their ratio and Around 25% profit will be the company’s share
The bonus will be distributed in the form of BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) / BNB/ USDT or in the form of other major crypto assets
To get the all the benefits bonus, Face Value, Airdrops ,etc. then min 100 USDT worth of BTCBB should be there in BTCBB holders wallet, lesser the value of this, then the benefits
of these wallets will go to the company’s marketing reserved wallet funds, also BTCBB tokens in the exchanges share will go to the company’s marketing wallet

Minimum Holding of BTCBB will be modified in Every 3-5 years. in this time period modified min holding will not exceeds more than the 100% of the previous minimum holdings
The coins in the wallet along with Liquidity pool, founder wallet, marketing wallet or any wallet having min 100USDT worth of BTCBB will get the all the benefits as per their ratio

Note For BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) Holders











Unsold BTCBB tokens which are in company wallet and DX Sale vesting tokens will not get any benefits

In every vesting tokens(total 10 vesting periods), 10% will be airdropped to the previous BTCBB holders
50% can be done in private sale to the market price with 10% bonus to them, remaining will adding to the market and to the liquidity, its depends marke can go through alteration
Every vesting tokens will be trying to be sell within the next vesting tokens

Liquidity will be provided up to 10% of the coins, it can be modified or will increase or will be reduced , these rights reserved to the company
Innitial Liquidity benefits will be distributed to the company only if company provided 100% liquidity,if someone provide initial liquidity (their funds+companys Tokens) then 50%-50%
of the benefits will be shared them and to the company. and these liquidity locked tokens are eligible for the all benefits like bonus, Airdrop and all. liquidity related all the rights
reserved to the company
If company Funds wallet ,investment wallet hacked or something unexpected technical issues happened then The company and coin holders both will be affected, which may
beyond our limit and company is not responsible for that….however Company always try to keep funds and assets in highly secured conditions and will try to take strict legal action
on the culprits to recover the funds
Any loss on investments, company is not responsible for it and its subject to market risk
Bonus sharing and all other benefits and conditions are subject to the all present and upcoming, government regulations and taxations. government law can be applicable










All the Investments and funds reserved is subject to the market risks, do your best research before investing and take your own decision as we are not financial advisors
No guarantee of Fixed bonus , No guarantee of face value and No guarantee for any time periods for the bonus, it’s all depends on market conditions, and benefits will be provided
only on profit booking situations
Once BTCBB listed to the Decentralized exchange ( Pancakeswap or etc..) or centralized Exchange then the any kind of (ICO –Sale/Pre-Sale fund ,BTCBB selling funds) will not be
refundable
Market listing will be in 15th May 2022 as per time schedule (Plus or Minus 1 month grace period )
While distributing the Bonus small Percentage wise variation will not be questionable from any BTCBB token/coin holders
If profit bookings is less, then the Bonus will sharing after few Successful investments to save transaction fees and some other reasons,which is not questionable from any BTCBB
Holders
All rights reserved to the company, and any issues to be solved in Indian jurisdiction only
Face value of BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) will be disclosed on time to time depends on assets, if market price dropped less than face value then holders can exchange their BTCBB on
provided time only, All rights reserved for the company for fixing, not fixing or modifying Face value and fixing time frame to exchange the BTCBB tokens

All rights reserved to the company and T&C applied
Disclaimer:
The presentation of the Available Information is solely for informational purposes. Anyone interested in purchasing BTCBB and participating in the BTCBB coin/Token Sale should consider the
various risks prior to making any kind of decision in respect of the coin/Token Sale. The Available Information does not comprise any advice by the Company or by the Company Representatives,
or any recommendation to any recipient of the Available Information, by the virtue of any participation in the Token Sale or otherwise. The Available Information does not necessarily identify, or
claim to identify, all the risk factors connected with the Company, the Company’s business platform that is yet to be developed, the Coins/Tokens, the Coin/Token Sale, any future Coin/Token
functionality or the Available Information. All the participants must make their own independent evaluation, after making such investigations as they consider essential, of the merits of participating
in the coin/Token Sale and after taking their own independent professional advice. Any participant in the Coin/ Token Sale should check with and rely upon their own investment, accounting, legal
and tax representatives and consultants in respect of such matters concerning the Company, the Company’s business investment platform that is yet to be developed, the coin/Tokens, the
coin/Token Sale, any future Token functionality and the Available Information and to assess separately the financial risks, consequences and appropriateness of the purchase of Tokens, or if in
any doubt about the facts set out in the Available Information.

our office

